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REFRAIN

In the spring a young man's fancy lightly turns to love,

Poets sing of love's romance the skies are blue above,
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Right Hand octave higher

In the spring a young man's fancy lightly turns to love,

Poets sing of love's romance the skies are blue above,

Moonbeams bring love dreams and spring seems to call,
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Feather Your Nest
(Emplumez Le Nid)

Moderato

French text by
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By KENDIS and BROCKMAN and HOWARD JOHNSON

Oh, sweet-heart mine, it's wedding time,
The whole world seems to true,
The summer days are fading,
In to love-land let us stray;
Hear the love-birds sigh, in the tree-tops high.

Your heart is beating peacefully,
When friends are fond and the world is filled with gladness,
When the one you love loves you;
Mountains or the sea o'er we may roam.

A-mie d'hy-men c'est la sai-son,
Par tout mê-me chan-

son.
Lè-tè fâ-ti-gue se meurt,
Fug-ons au pa-y-là-

mour.
Oi-seaux dû-mour chantent,
en les hauts bran-chages.
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sweet-heart, they sing messages,
path that leads to love, sweet love,
just for you and I.

nous nous sommes leurs doux ramage,
leads to home sweet home.
oui pour toi pour moi.

CHORUS

The birds are humming.
Bel oiseau fredonne.

"Go feather your nest."
"Emplumez le nid."

Tomorrow's coming,
Demain va venir.

So feather your nest,
Emplumez le nid.

It's time for mating,
Marierez-vous donc.

No use hesitating,
Bah pour quoi di-

The parson is waiting,
Le pasteur vous attend.

He knows
Il sait.
just whether it's best; in a home for two, love, together well.

Where only true love can weather the test;

Don't be delaying, the organ is playing,

The world is saying; "Go feather your nest?"

Bel oiseau nid!
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“E-L-E-C-T-E-D!!”

The unanimous choice of all parties are these new Feist Song Hits. Dance parties—song parties—home parties round the piano, phonograph and player-piano—they’ve all elected these new songs the hits of the day! You, too, will vote for them—their entrancing melodies will win you as they have won song lovers everywhere. Enrich your home—delight your family—surprise your guests—introduce these new song hits on your piano, phonograph or player-piano:

“Rose of My Heart”

“Winnower! Dreamer! Beautiful! "Honolulu Eyes"! A delightful waltz melody that is sweeping the country with its enchanting rhythm. Everybody, everywhere is singing it and dancing it and voting it a wonderful tune. Try it—
you can buy it complete at this dealer’s. Don’t miss the chance of "Honolulu Eyes.""
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“Rose of My Heart”
By Wesley Wilson and Paul Marit
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